How can our Counter Terrorism team help you?
SCaN (See Check and Notify)
These state-of-the-art training packages, based on extensive research, are suitable for all
personnel, in particular: security managers; decision makers; CCTV operators; and customerfacing staff. SCaN helps organisations to understand how and why hostile reconnaissance is
conducted and the measures that can be taken to disrupt it.
SCaN Decision Makers
Strategic awareness briefing to senior executives at a site or organisation on all SCaN approaches
and training packages including the merits on why a site should adopt SCaN.
SCaN Security Managers
A mentoring programme that aims to empower the security manager to target harden their site
against hostile reconnaissance.
SCaN Comms Professionals
Workshops to enable communications professionals to deliver security minded deterrence
communications at their site.
SCaN CCTV Operators
Course for CCTV Operators enabling them to identify hostile reconnaissance and suspicious
activity, have an awareness of observational and judgemental errors, and work in partnership with
the police.
SCaN Customer Facing
Interactive training for staff who have face to face contact with customers, the public and site
users. It covers suspicious activity, the importance of vigilance, the power of hello and how to
report your concerns
SCaN All Staff
Briefing to all staff to raise awareness of what hostile reconnaissance is and how it can be
deterred and to encourage suspicious activity to be reported.
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How can our Counter Terrorism team help you?
We provide the sessions below free of charge.
If you have any concerns or questions regarding security, or would like to discuss a
‘tailor-made’ session for your organisation, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

ACT (Action Counters Terrorism) Awareness
This session is open to all and aims to raise attendees’ awareness of terrorism. This national
initiative also helps to protect our cities and communities from the threat of terrorism. The
session includes (but is not limited to) the following topics:
• Current threat level
• Dealing with and reporting suspicious activity
• Response to firearms and weapons attack

Document Awareness Workshop
This highly popular and practical workshop is for staff who have regular interaction with
passports and ID cards in their day-to-day work. It provides staff with a thorough insight into
some of the security features contained within identity documents. The additional skills they
gain will create a more robust screening process when recruiting and reviewing employees
and increases protection against insider threat and criminality.

ACT Operational
Interactive workshop designed to raise awareness of Counter Terrorism issues, improve
security culture, assist delegates with understanding the role they play and increase
confidence when responding to an incident.

Postal Awareness Workshop
Aimed at staff and security personnel responsible for handling post, this workshop provides
an opportunity for staff to understand the types of postal threat used by terrorist and
domestic extremist groups. The session also covers what actions an individual and the
business should take if they find suspicious items.

Prevent
Prevent is part of the Government strategy to keep people safe from terrorism. It aims to
safeguard and support individuals who are vulnerable to be drawn into terrorism. The
workshop gives the audience an understanding of people at risk of radicalisation and how to
safeguard individuals.
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